For the past years, sigh maneuver was mainly studied as one of many techniques to lung recruitment in acute respiratory distress syndrome \[[@CR1]\]. Hemodynamic effects observed during these techniques were mainly related to the increase of intrathoracic pressures \[[@CR2]\].

We read, with great attentiveness, the recent article by Messina et al. \[[@CR3]\], a prospective bi-centric interventional study on sigh maneuver as a tool to assess fluid responsiveness during pressure support ventilation (PSV). The study was conducted among 40 critically ill patients with a stable ventilatory PSV pattern and requiring volume expansion. Variations in systolic arterial pressure (SAP), pulse pressure (PP), and stroke volume index (SVI) were assessed consequent to random application of 4-s sighs at three different inspiratory pressures; 15 cmH~2~O, 25 cmH~2~O, and 35 cmH~2~O. The authors concluded that the analysis of the slope for SAP after the application of three successive sighs and the nadir of PP after Sigh35, reliably predict fluid responsiveness \[[@CR3]\].

Perel et al. published a previous study suggesting that a standardized ventilatory maneuver consisting of a series of successive incremental pressure-controlled breaths may be useful in guiding fluid therapy in ventilated patients \[[@CR4]\]. Certainly, Messina et al. displayed a meticulous approach to applying the presented method concluding to compelling results; however, a few questions could be raised.

First, the authors' choice to use incremental increase in pressure support as a way to implement the sigh maneuver may be reasonable for patients under pressure support ventilation; nonetheless, this method has some limits. Setting pressure requires flow and volume monitoring which can be challenging. In fact, depending on underlying respiratory mechanics, flow varies greatly to maintain identical high pressure leading to volume fluctuation. For instance, in patients with resistive respiratory mechanics, setting pressure at 35 cmH~2~O, could possibly fail to reach a significant variation in volume capable of inducing right ventricle preload and afterload changes. It could be informative if the author shared the volume ranges generated by the different set pressures, especially at 35 cmH~2~O, and what respiratory mechanics did the study population present at the time.

Second, the study population seemed to be overly selected, patients were under low pressure support levels with no hypoxemia which leads to doubts regarding this method generalizability, especially for patients with impaired respiratory mechanics.

Although the results displayed by Messina et al. \[[@CR3]\] seem promising, further investigations are needed especially on less selected study population.
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Thank you for giving us the chance to reply to the valuable comments raised by Meddeb regarding our article \[[@CR3]\]. The number of ventilated intensive care unit (ICU) patients, with spontaneous breathing activity, is overall increasing \[[@CR5]\]. In this subgroup of patients, the dynamic preload indices are often not applicable.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first hemodynamic test specifically designed for ICU patients undergoing pressure support ventilation (PSV). As pointed out by Meddeb and Boussarsar, the slope analysis of systolic pressure changes after the delivery of consecutive and incremental pressure-controlled inspiratory breaths has been previously tested in postsurgical patients without spontaneous breathing activity \[[@CR4], [@CR6]\]. Our results show that this approach could be useful also during PSV, being however, far from bedside application.

The increase in intrathoracic pressure occurring during the sigh increases lung volume to an extent that varies depending on the extra pressure applied to the airway and on the mechanical properties of the respiratory system. The higher the increase in Paw and the lower the respiratory system impedance, the larger the volume generated during the sigh. We did not measure these changes, assuming that, in a homogenous population, irrespective to the absolute volume obtained by the sigh, the final hemodynamic effect would be comparable. For sure, in some patients the application of standard sigh maneuver of 35 cmH~2~0 for 4 s could trigger a drop of pulse pressure and stroke volume insufficient (leading to false negative results) or excessive (leading to false positive results) to assess fluid responsiveness. In this "proof of concept" study, we set the highest level of inspiratory support, according to the harmless maneuver already used by Patroniti et al. in ICU patients with early acute respiratory distress syndrome \[[@CR7]\]. Moreover, as pointed out in their Letter and as stated in our paper, some inclusion and exclusion criteria of our study would limit the external validity of the results. This choice was made to reduce the risk of bias due to the number of potential interferences between a beat-to-beat analysis and the variable respiratory pattern of ICU patients undergoing partial ventilatory support. We hope that our results would encourage further investigations in this group of patients.
